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Yuujou System

Yuujou is a star system in the Yamatai Star Empire. It is located in grid 2611 of the Kikyo Sector and is
considered part of the Motoyoshi Colonial Sector.

Yuujou System

Flag

Faction Yamatai Star Empire
Population 0 Uninhabited
Senator None

Yuujou means “Friendship” in Yamataigo (邪馬台語).
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History and Background

The Yuujou System was first mapped and explored by the Fifth Expeditionary Fleet in YE 29 and was
claimed under the flag of the Yamatai Star Empire that same year. Like most systems in the Yugumo
Cluster it became part of the short-lived and failed nation of the United Outer Colonies. When the United
Outer Colonies fell to the Mishhuvurthyar in YE 32 it would be returned to the Yamatai Star Empire only
to then briefly change hands again to the Lorath Matriarchy in YE 36, but would then return to the control
of the Yamatai Star Empire in YE 39 following Project Checkout.

The Yuujou System has never been colonized, however, in YE 44 the Yugumo Corporation has earmarked
the system for resource extraction projects.

The Yuujou System

Information on the Yuujou System is transmitted by a Yomawari-Class NavComm Buoy placed in YE 44 as
follows:

Yuujou Star System Summary

Star Name Type Size Stellar
Radii1)

Stellar
Mass2) Temp

Yuujou Prime
K7 Yellow 
Main Sequence
Star

V 0.626769 0.557679 4,400K

Planets

Planet Name Type Planetary
Radius

Surface
Gravity Period Rotation Satellites

Yuujou I Terrestrial
Desert 6,638km 0.62G 11.07 Days 12 Hours Asteroid

Bodies

Yuujou II Terrestrial
Desert 2,122km 0.4G 24.31 Days 365.3 Hours None

Haigusuri3) Terrestrial
Rocky 1,800km 0.27G 7.51 Years 8 Hours None

Shuin4) Gas Giant 25,855km 20.22G 117.56 Days 316.8 Hours Six
Souten5) Gas Giant 44,208km 15.88G 24.44 Years 9.0 Hours Six

Presence of the Star Army
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The First Expeditionary Fleet of the  Star Army of Yamatai patrols this system.

Star

A glistening ball of incandescent gas in the dark night of space.

Yuujou I

An untouched Terrestrial Desert world that is a new frontier ready for exploration or prospecting.

Satellites around Yuujou I:

Yuujou I has several C-Type Asteroids and B-Type Asteroids orbiting it.

Yuujou II

An untouched Terrestrial Desert world that is a new frontier ready for exploration or prospecting.

Haigusuri

A rocky Terrestrial Planet with no atmosphere with a dull grey appearance. This world has a complex
underground cave system that was formed thousands of years ago suggesting the planet once had an
atmosphere and a hydrosphere.

Shuin

Shuin is a massive Gas Giant a beautiful purple and white swirling gem of hydrogen, helium, methane,
and Xenon gases amongst a system of dull grey or brown desert planets.

Satellites around Shuin:

Sanki - A brown mountainous inhabitable moon with a breathable atmosphere.
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Ashige - A dark grey moon composed of carbon and silicon materials. Has no atmosphere.
Kuruji - A habitable grey moon composed of iron, silicon, magnesium, calcium, and aluminum.
Nyuuhakushoku -A habitable icy white and blue moon with a very active hydrosphere consisting of
water and water ice.
Kassourui - A small desert moon with an unbreathable atmosphere.
Amalana - A dull grey moon composed of carbon and silicon materials. Has no atmosphere.

Souten

Souten is the largest of the Yuujou System Gas Giants. A ringed white and blue world composed of
hydrogen, helium, and methane orbited by 5 moons.

Satellites around Souten:

Souten II - A habitable grey moon composed of iron, silicon, magnesium, calcium, and aluminum.
Souten III - A dull grey moon composed of carbon and silicon materials. Has no atmosphere.
Watase - A habitable icy white and blue moon with a very active hydrosphere consisting of water
and water ice.
Mihara - A brown mountainous inhabitable moon with a breathable atmosphere.
Saito Mavena -A dull grey moon composed of carbon and silicon materials. Has no atmosphere.

People

The system is uninhabited.

Characters

The Characters that are located here:6)

Nothing found

Transportation

Currently there is no PAINT service to this system. Visitors must arrive by starship or similar spacecraft.

RP Opportunities

Some roleplaying opportunities in this system:

Prospect a world for mining.
Colonize one of the many inhabitable moons.
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Create a secret location.

Rumors

The rumors might be true, they might not:

The First Expeditionary Fleet plans to build a secret base here.7)

An ancient civilization once made Yuujou its home system, and artifacts from this civilization are
hidden on its barren worlds.

OOC Notes

Page was originally made by Wes on 2014/04/16 16:01. Andrew updated this article on 2022/11/07 02:06
using the namespace template.

Art done in Midjourney Bot by Andrew.
This was approved by Wes on 2022/11/25.8)

Map Locations
Map to Use Kikyo Sector
Map Display Name Yuujou
Map Coordinates 2674,1149
Map Importance Minor RP Location

Map Marker

Map Tooltip Content The Friendship System
Show label? yes
Marker Anchor Bottom Center
Places of the SARPiverse
Place Categories star system

1) , 2)

Comparision to Yamatai Star System Star
3)

Yuujou III
4)

Yuujou IV
5)

Yuujou V
6)

A struct table will show when characters are listed as present
7)

False information to help hide Nemesis Bastion
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8)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/page-overhaul-yuujou-system.69545/#post-431884
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